UCSC Mainstage
Electrics Info & Lighting Inventory
As of 10/2013

Control:
ETC ION Console, EOS 4k Console (for Designer Console FOH), WiFi iRFR/aRFR capable, Wireless RFU
(3) Net3 DMX Gateways
Unison Paradigm Houselight and DS Worklight Control – DMX addresses 488-512

Dimmers/Circuits:
(4) ETC Sensor 96 2.4k Racks, (1) spare
376 Dimmer per Circuit House

Instruments: Inventory marked with a ▼
22 - Source4 19° (575w)
2 - Source4 19° (750w) w/ followspot yoke, handle, iris, & boomerang
80 - Source4 26° (575w)
12 – Source4LED 26° with Enhanced Definition Lens Tubes
36 - Source4 36° (575w)
14 - Source4 50° (575w)
30 – Source4 PAR (750w)
30 - Source4 PARnel (750w)
5 – 8’ MiniStrip (4ch @ 750w per channel)
8 – FarCyc Single Bay (1kw)
8 – FarCyc Double Bay (1kw)
4 – Vari-Lite 1100AI

Accessories:
6 - High End ColorMerge dichroic mixers for Source 4 Ellipsoidals